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The increas ing call f or accountabi l ity of hutnan

service programs from funders and consumers of services and

the recognition within the professional community of the

desire to build theoretical frameworks and practice skil1s

on more empiracally-based knowledge has underlined the need

to build more systematic evaluative efforts into the

practice of social work in agency settings. The demand to

evaluate the effectiveness of clinical practice is a

frequent theme in the literature. The manner in which this
process can effectively be fashioned into agencysr systems

and social workers' practices has been less well documented.

Clinical evaLuation requires practitioners to weave into

INTRODUCTION

the helping process a way of assessing outcomes and

documenting process essentially in order to be able to

answer the question trwhat kind of treatment helped what

kind of people with what kind of problems according to what

criteria?'t

This document is an account of d social work practicum

during which I was able;

a) to study the issues regarding clinical

application in practice settings; in part

family-centered practice settings,

b) to be an observer and a participant in

evaluation and its
i cular

a process of



designitrg ancl implementlng an ongoing evaluation strategy

to aid in the evaluative efforts of a family therapy

department of a private agency,

c) and to specifically focus my studies on the issue of

consumer satisfaction and its application as one measure

used in the evaluation of family treatment by implementÍng a

study of consumer feedback for the family therapy department

ds part of its overall evaluative strategy.

Part I of this report will provide an overview of the

current literature regarding the issues of clinical
evaluation; its relevance and application to social work

practice and the special considerations involved in

evaluation of family practice. The primary emphasis of the

literature review, however. is regardÍng the questlon of

including the consumers of human services in their

evaluation. Generally, consumer satisfaction surveys have

been the method of choice f.or obtaining the viewpoint of

clients about the services they received. The meaning of

satisfaction, the utility of satisfaction measuresr

methodological considerations and the application of such

measures in an ongoing way in agency settings are some of

the issues reviewed. Most of the work that has been done

in Èf,is area has generally been in the heatth care and

community mental health fields. I attempted in my search



of

to

the literature to locate work that specifically pertained

social work settings and family-centered treatrnent.

The remainder of the document reports on the practicum

experience itself. Part II provides a description of the

practicum proposal, site and procedures. Part TII reviews

the method and findings of. the consumer feedback survey and

Part IV discusses the findings and provides recommendations

for future efforts in this regard. In the final part of

this report, Part V, I reflect on the practicum experience

in relation to my learning goa1s.



REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Clinical Evaluation and Social Work Practice

There are many who argue that an effective system for
the delivery of human services needs to be supported by an

equally effective system for the evaluation af those

services (Se1ig et ã1, 19Bl-), The literature concerning

the evaluation of clinical practice clearly illustrates the

necessity of social workers to have the ability to

demonstrate the effectiveness of their work (Trute, 1,985;

Bloom e Fischer , 19 B2 ) . Bloom and Fischer (1982 ) regard

this as rrthe essence of successf u1 practice'r 1p.1_6 ) .

According to a standard social work practice textbook

of the L970|s, "evaluation should be ä continuing activíty
throughout the planned change process" (Pincus & Minahan,

L973; p.273). Evaluation of the helping process is

4
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understood in this context as not only a task completed at

the end of the helping process. but as one element of the

helping process itself. More strongly stated by powers and

his colleagues (1-985). evaluation is än integral part of

the helping process which should be "r,roven throughout the

fabric of the entire process" (p.33). Trute (1985) explains

that 'r,..evaluation issues emerge from initial problem

def inition... " including the tr...värious decisions marle in

regard to treatrnent alternatives. conclusions reached 1n



regard to treatment outcomes and plans or directives
offered for future disposition of the client system"

( p.100 ) .

Duehn (1985) compares the methods and modes of thought

of social workers in approaching their clinical work to

those of researchers in undertaking a study. He identifies

the slmilarltles ln method to be:

a) problem ldent1flcatlon, deflnltlon , speciflcation

b) generation of alternativesr sê1ectlon of stategies

for problem solution

c) lmplementatlon of strategles

d) evaluation of implementation

He adds that t'ln the ongoing process, the four phases are

not separate entltles, but lnterconnected parts of a cycle

whlch blend together .rr ( p.20 ) . The basis of effective
practice. as Corcoran (1985) descibes ís the connections

between the elements of practice - assessment. lnterventlon

and evaluatlon. The assoclatlon wlth research methods

provldes clues to the prCIcess of evaluation wlthin these

connectlng elements, The essential point 1s that evaluation

is as much a part of social work practice as assessment and

intervention.
The growlng call for accountablllty by funders ln all

human service endeavors underscores the ethical reasons for



systematically evaluating outcome äs well as the need to

advance knowledge in clinical practice (trute¡ l-985). The

social worker is firstly accountable to his,/her client for

the outcome of the planned change effort (Pincus & Minahan,

i-973). It is also argued that social workers have an

ethical obligation to develop empirical foundations for

their interventions (Siegel, i-984). siegel maintains that
rrpractioners have 1ittle right to intervene in clients'

lives on the basis of mere faith that good ls belng done...

they have a moral obligation to monitor and test empirically

the effects of their interventionrr (p.325). The importance

of evaluation is highlighted by Gurman (1983) when he cites

Bergin's observation that tr...it is one of the anomalies of

the behavioral and psychiatric sciences that methods of

intervention can stil1 be invented, used and paid for by

the public without a shred of evidence to demonstrate

efflcacy and absence of harmful effects" (p.229l-.

Pincus and Minahan (l-973) contend that the better the

practitioner does in documenting the results of his,/her

work in each case, the easler it will be to conduct needed

research. Large number of cases provide the basis for

making generalizations about social work interventions. rt

is necessary to start by measurlng change ltr lndlvidual

change efforts.



Epstein (1-980), focuses on evaluating the effectiveness and

efficiency of a single social worker with a single client
system. This is contrasted to program evaluation, which

attempts to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of

whole programs within the agency. They point out that

program evaluation and clinical (treatment) evaluation

coincide when Lhe results of the work of more than one

social worker and,/or treatment outcomes with more than one

client system are aggragated and analyzed.

Although the importance of clinical and progrdm

evaluation has been advocated, Mutschler (1-984) maintains

that there is very 1ittle actually known about the

utilization of evaluation on the ciirect service 1eve1

because administrative and policy decision making have

traditionally been the focus of evaluation efforts.

Treatment evaluation, as defined by rripodi and

Additionally, Powers and his colleagues (1985) suggest that

't...of all the functions involved in the problem-solving

process, evaluation is the one most frequently disregarded

by practitioners" (p.33 ) . They contend that. in general,

clinicians view evaluation with skepticism and âs a

necessåry evil forced on them usually by external forces,

Skill development historically did not focus on this aspect

of practice. As well, social workers h¡ere not given the



tools to be consistent and systematic in the evaluation of

their work (Fischer, 1-9Bi-). Trute (1985) also points out

that evaluation of clinical practice has been poorly

conceptualized and not applied in any systematic way.

Social work has tended to concentrate more on discovering

the best methods of practice (that Ís,' assessment and

intervention skills) and has shown less concern with the

products of practice (Raymond, l-985 ) .

Thus, even though the theoretical basis of standard

social work practice includes evaluation as an essential

component of the helping process, it has been given less

importance in the ItTeaIrr world of practice settings.

Systematic evaluation wäs viewed as a research task that was

carried out by specialized personnel quite apart from

ongoing social work practice. Raymond (i-985) points out

that. typically. practitioners use qualitative meãsures such

as supervision to evaluate their work, Corcoran (1985)

contends that they should be now adding systematization and

specificity to their evaluative efforts.
In i-g8l-, Joel Fischer wrote about what he sa\¡¡ as a

'f revolution" in social work . He descibed it as tr . . , a

revolution in the way social workers view knowledge and

practice and in the way they use knowledge to conduct

practicerr (p.1-99). Duehn (1985) describes this revolution



in terms of a rnajor paradigm shift whfch urges social

workers to rigorously anaJ-yze their practice activities
using research methods. This approach differs from

conventlonal research, 1n that the prlmary alm is to serve

client needs rather than to increase knowledge (Crane.

1978 ) . It is also dif f erent f.rom conventional clinical
practice, in that the clinician uses methods and standards

derived from research in data collection and assessrnent,

This paradigm has been given different names including:

scientifically based practice (Fischer. l-981-). informed

practice (Powers et a1, l-985)f empirically based practice

(Siegal, l-984) and the practitioner/researcher (Duehn,

1-985 ) . tlithin this paradigm, no matter what the title,

methods borrowed from research are explicitly incorporated

into clinical practice activities. 'rThus the processes

cease to be similar and become one, as practice activities

are directed, monitored and evaluated by the standards and

methods of scienti f ic inquiry" ( Duehn t L985, p, 44 ) .

tÍelch (1983) details this trend in social work

education in the attempt to integrate research methodologies

and clinical practice. He sees three reasons for this

trend: one is the growing recognition of social work

educators of the importance of teaching practice approaches

which have some degree of empirical validation in addition



to the need to evaluate the outcome of social v¡ork

interventions; the second reason is the recognition that in

the "ãge of accountability", there is the demand for
agencies and the social workers they employ to demonstrate

their effectiveness both as a professional requirement and

as a necessity f.ox funding sources thus requiring social

workers to learn the skills to evaluate their practice; and

the third reason has to do with the development of the

technology to engage in systematic clinical evaluation (in

particular, single system designs which take into account

the individualized nature of social work ) .

The importance of the development of single system

designs in the potential to integrate research into practice

is i Ilustrated by Fischer ( i-9Bl- ) . He clairns that the

advantages of single-system methodology for the clinical
social- worker are:

a) the design can be used by every practitioner with every

case

l-0

b) it can be designed by the practitioner to be used for

the practitionerfs and individual client's benefit

it can provide crucial information to assist with

assessrnent

c)

d ) it allows monitoring of

e ) it can provide feedback

progress with all cases

about whether or not än



an intervention is working, thus allowing the

practitioner to make changes in the intervention if
needed

f) it focuses on the individual system so that variations
in effects of interventions can be seen from individual
to individual

g) it can provide a format for establishing accountability
to clients, agencies and communities.

There is an apparent compatability of single system

designs with the social work practice process (Zimbalist,

l-983; Corcoran. l-985; Fischer, 1-9BL; Bloom e Fischer, LgBZ).

It is Corcoränrs assertion that the core components of

single system research methodology essentially delineate
good social work practice. "Single system designs basically
refer to the repeated collection of information on a single

system over time" (Bl-oom & Fischer, L9B2; p.B). The systern

can refer to an individual, a farnily, ä group or any

collectivity. Bloom and Fischer (1-982) provide .r surnmary

of the basic cornponents of sirrgle system designs:

specification of the problem; measurement of the problem;

the repetition of measures; the forming of a baseline

rìeasurei ärrangernents for collecting the data; a clear

definition of the intervention; and analysis of the data.

Welch (1983) considers the wide potential applical:ility of

the designs makes them useful to practitioners of diverse

l_L



clinical orientations. Thus, the single-system design is
viewed äs a functional tool for social workers which should

be able to routinely be incorporated into practice settings

without causing undo alteration of the social workerrs

method of practice. To reiterate, research and practice

reflect para1lel methods of. problem solving and include

similar activities ( Siegel, i-984 ) .

In advocating for the appllcation of thls methodology

in practice, Po$rers and his associates (L985) maintain that
single system designs are easy to integrate into standard

dlrect service treatment. They suggest that clients cän

benefit from their participation in the research component

of treatment. Rather than interfering with treatment, they

belleve that the addltlonal focus on the collectlon of

evaluative data by the client can enhance the progress of

the case. Another advantage is that single systems designs

are usually preferred by practitloners over large-group

deslgns because they are more easily understood. By

illustratlon they point out thatrrwhile agency

declslon-makers wânt to know how all the cllents are dolng

on the average, practitioners are more lnterested in

knowing how each individual client is doing with the

speclfic treatment he,/she is gettlng" (Powers et ã1. 1985,

p .21"7 ) .

L2



Although single system methodology is advocated to be

practical and useful in clinical practice and clinical

evaluation, there is very littte evidence to indicate that

evaluation methods are occurring in the mainstream of

social work practice (SiegeI,l-984). As Íle1ch (1983)

observes, there appears to have been more promise than

perf ormance in the development of the t'empir ical cl inicianrr .

Studies indicate that social workers with training in

clinical evaluation methodology do not maintain the use of

these designs in clinical practice in the ägency setting
(!üelch, L9B3; Ke11y, 1-982; Briar & Blythe, 1985), It hras

believed that if social workers lrrere "sofdrron the utility
of systematic evaluation methodology and they learned the

necessary skil1s tox application to clinical practice. that

practice evaluation would increase (Briar & Blythe. 1985).

tlhat this proposal overlooked were the multiple demands that

agencies and clients place on social workers (Fu1ler &

Lovelock, J-987; Briar & Blythe, i-985; Welch, l-983).

Ivanoff and his colleagues (L987)t in their review of

the debate about empirical clinical practice, note that the

early literature on single case evaluation designs (1-975-80)

strictly focused on methodological rather than practice

issues. The guidance in the literature was scant for those

practitioners who wanted to apply the methodology to the

i_3



rrmulti-probIem, complex client situationrr in rrhectic and

harried service settings" (Ivanoff et a1, L987, p.2941.

Other factors are raised by Meyer (1984) regarding

the difficulty of integrating research and practice which

she feels contributes to the problem. Although agreeing

that social workers should be accountable to their clients,

their agencies and their profession, she disagrees with

what she views äs an emphasis on I'ef fectivenessrr as a

substitute for other measures of accountability. She

argues that rfthe preoccupation with effective practice (and

effectiveness defined in such a way that it could be

counted) surely has left its mark on practitioners who have

been willing to be tested by many criteria as being

accountable, but who have been tentative about subjecting

themselves to tests of effectivenessr'(p.323). It is her

thesis that effectiveness may be an unrealistic expectation

for social workers who deal on a dally basLs wlth problems

which may indeed be intractable. She argues that social

workers should always be accountable for what we do even

though we may not always be effectlve.
Another issue whlch Meyer ralses. which speaks to a

possible reason f.or the paucity of ongoing cllnlcaI
evaluatlon ln soclal work settlngs. ls the emphasls ln the

literature on the application of single system deslgns in

L4



pr.ãctlce whlch 1s l:ehavlçural 1n f ocus. The rnethoclology ,rs

generally utilized appears to require a narrow definition
of problems and specification of variables which she

believes only behaviourist practice can provide concretely.

Meyer argues that f it is all but impossible for
practitioners who work in different modes to participate in

research" (l-984, p.323). There is some support for Meyerrs

contention that the methodology may be more favorable to

those clinicians with behaviourist leanings (Ivanoff et

d1, 1,987; Corcoran. l-985).

l-5

Meyerts concern regarding the preponderance of the

focus on effectiveness as a measure is an important one

which real1y speaks to the issue of context. llhat is
I'effectivet'? This is a question which may Ìrave different
answers depending on who you ask. Goldberg (l-987 ) advises

that it is imperative that the aims of. a helping process be

understood in the context of what is needed to achieve

those aims and by what criteria the achievement of those

aims will be assessed. As Lebow (l-982c) points out rr...good

treatment does not necessarily produce positive outcomesf'

(p.101-3). outcome is of necessity a major consideration in

the evaluatlon of services (outcome meaning a descrlption

of the ways the problem or situation is different at the

end of the provision of services in relation to the



Þeglnnlng of the helping process) (Pincus & Minahan, L9?3),

However, Tripodi and Epstein (l-980) suggest the need for
caution Ín the interpretatlon of outcomes. They stipulate
that it is essential, no matter what the outcome, not to be

purely mechanlcal in its interpretation. Outcome should

always be considered in light of the clinicianrs common

sense and practice experience. The interpretation of

effectlveness, then, does not necessarily need to be

rigidly defined rfin such a way that it could be counted" as

Meyer (i-984) puts it (p.323). The proponents of systematic

evaluation in clinical practice emphasize the documentation

of client change as just one piece in the clinician's
assessment of the outcome of a case (Ivanoff et ä1r 1987),

Related to thls lssue Is the concern that evaluatlon

methodology applÍed to the I'reä1r'world of practice is
difficult to incorporate and may actually interfere with

practice. Bloom and Fischer (L982) respond to this concern

by advlsing that evaluation should be considered secondary

to the practitionerts primary task of provision of service.

They state that they I'vlew the research and evaluation

ärena as secondary, not as a master of practice, but as a
guide to practicerr 1p.22). According to lvanoff and his

associates (1987). there is more attention being paid in

recent years to the integration of empirical techniques to

l-6



direct practice. The focus is not on adapting practice to

research methodologyr but ratherr oil adapting research

methodology to direct practice. They provide illustrations
of flexible design options used in practice settings which

complement traditional assessment methods and are based

on function rather than form. They call for social workers

to be innovative in drawing what they can from single

system methodology and suggest that different situations

will require different approaches. Situations they refer

to which require innovative approaches are settings which

provide one-shot interventions in which outcome goals are

not def ined as client change overbime or environmental

interventions where the focus of change is on the ecological

system of the client.

1-7

There is agreement that more work needs to be done

before practitioners with a nonbehavioural focus can

participate fu1ly in empirical clinical practice ( Ivanoff

et ä1. L987i Nelson, 1-9Bi-; Corcoran, I9B5). Although there

are those who argue that the methodology is value free and

can be applied to any practice orientation, it is also

pointed out thatrrthe application of single-case methodology

to other theoretical orientations (other than behavloural

interventions) lags significantlyrr (Ivanoff et a1, L987).

The problems äre related to the perceived need f.ox the



specification of problems and goals in such a way that they

dre measurable in a systematic !ray; which is considered to

be more adaptable to more behavioural kinds of practice.

The speclal methodological issues for non-behavioural

clinicians are addressed by Nelson (1981-) and corcorän

(1985) who attempt to provide strategies for evaluation of

non-behavioural interventions. More thoughtful

consideration of measures for assessment, a multifactorial
approach to assessment and flexibility of design and

implementation are taken into account,

i-B

In addition to the debate about the practice issues

involved in the application of systematic evaluation

procedures (which may account tor the difficulty with the

integration of evaluation and practice ), it has been

suggested that agencies may not be providing the support

which is required to engage in clinical evaluation (Powers

et al, 1985; Briar e Blythe, 1985). Powers and his

ãssociates (1985) advocate for agencies to acknowledge and

encouräge the functional role of clinical evaluation and

support practitioners in their efforts to be systematic.

Trute (1-985) has also raised the issue of the need to create

a supportive agency environment, A thoughtful strategy is

required to engage clinicians' committment to evaluation.

As well. training is required in the acquisition of skills



and competence in systematic assessment. The importance of

involving cllnicians in the design and implementation of a

c1lnica1 evaluation strategy is emphasized by many authors

( includlng Trute, 1"985; Briar e Blythe, l-985 and Mutschler,

i-984) and would need to be recognized by agencles which are

considering initiating ongoing evaluation procedures of

clinical practice.

In order for agencies to facilitate case-speciflc

evaluation, Briar and Blythe (1-985) point out that it will
be necessary for agencies to also consider the time element

involved for practitioners to utilize outcome measures.

Surveys of practitioners trained in the methodology of

case-specfic evaluation suggest that a major barrier to

this type of evaluation is lack of time. Time is required

outside of direct contact vrith clients for data collection
and assessment. rn a study conducted by tüelch (1983) it
was dlscovered that soclal work graduates, who were tralned

1n thls methodology and belleved in its utl1lty, did not

maintain its use because the time and effort required to do

this work \lras not acknowledged by their agencies. It is

also suggested by Briar and Blythe (1985) that agencies

should consider the expansion of thelr management

lnformatlon systerns to Ìrelp facllltate the gatherlng and

assessment of systematic information.

19



evaluation of clinical practice on a case by case basis,

agencies can develop an outcome evaluation system which

according to Hargeäves and Attkisson (1978) can provide

ongoing program monitoring (through management information

systems, global measures of client change and measures of

client satisfaction) which can assist in the demonstratlon

of program ef fectiveness. They propose that one \^/ay for an

agency to argue for the effectiveness of a program is their
ability to point out the extent to which the monitoring

of client change is a regular part of program management.

This suggests the tie-in between clinical evaluation by the

individual social worker and overaLl prograrn effectiveness

evaluation,

By creating the environrnent to facilltate the

20

It ldas mentioned earlier that there is very littte in
the literature to guide agencies and clinicians in the

development of direct service evaluation strategies and

their incorporation into practice on an ongoing basis.

One study which focused on this issue, hot'uever, is one

carried out l:y Mutschler (l-984). ,9he describes än

on-the-job training Þroject in a family service agency in

which practitioners \.{ere trained to use a rätlge of slngle

system evaluation procedures. The procedures used h/ere

intended to be used tor collecting assessment information,



f.ox comparing client's and worker's perceptions of problems,

for the planning of treatment interventions and for

evaluating the outcome of treatment. Mutschler identified
several factors which influenced practitionersr ability to

apply evaluation procedures. The factors which she

identified are illustrative of the many issues involved in

attempting to establish ongoing clinical evaluation

3L

procedures in practice settings. The factors included:

a) the relevance of the measures and the design for data

collection to the clinical service that \¡/as being

provided and the ability to use the information col-lected

in a way that v/äs pertinent to the practitionerrs

interventive strategies, The measures needed to relate
to the theoretical base of interventions ernployed as

well as provide information in a manner to which the

practitioner could ascribe clinical meaning. Multiple

baseline and reversal designs h/ere viewed äs interfering

with service objectives; pre-post design \4rere considered

the most applicable in a direct service setting.
b) the utility and practicality of the instruments used.

Those that lrere found most useful by practitioners were

easy to complete, did not take much time to complete,

facilitated the assessrnent phase and were clinlcally
useful (for example, they helped the client see the



situation and/or change in a different way). Mutschler

polnts out that r'...only evaluation procedures providing

information and guidance for one or more phases of the

treatment process were subsequently integrated into the

day-to-day practice of the social workersrr (p.355).

the involvement of practitioners in the design and

implementation of evaluation. It \,ùas the practitioners

who critically tested the applicability of the measures

and selected the instruments to use. It is Mutschlerts

contention that initial negative or neutral attitudes

toward the utility and application of evaluation

procedures can be influenced through the collaboration

with practitioners regarding the evaluation strategy.

the orgänizational context of the evaluation. The

appropriate organizational structure Í.or practice

evaluation has to be in place in order for procedures to

be effectively incorporated into clinical practice. rn

her study, Mutschler found that the agency made few

organizational changes in order to facilitate systematic

evaluation procedures for all clients. For example,

although fo1loll/-up after termination rdas considered

important, the ägency provlded no procedure for this and

additlona1ly, no recognltion was given for the time

involved for workers in evaluatton efforts. Thus when

c)

')1

d)



her project hräs finished. only those procedures requiring

the minimum amount of time vrere continued to be used

by workers. Mutschler also recognlzed the necessity for

organizations to have computerlzed lnformation systems in

order to support direct service evaluation efforts.

To summarize this section, evaluation is viewed as an

essential component of social work practice which is

receiving more attention in recent years, in part. because

of the need to be able to demonstrate the effectiveness of

human service programs to the people who fund them. The

profession is trying to combine research methodology and

clinical practice in such a way that evaluation can be done

more systematically and in a manner that has benefits not

only for the organization, but for the practitioner as well

in his,/her efforts to assess and intervene with clients.
The complexities and difficulties involved in this process

were highlighted and underscore the need for an adequate

organlzational framework to support systematic evaluation

in direct service settings. There is also the recognition

that human problems can only be judged in relative terms

(Powers et â1, l-985) and that systematic evaluation is a

tool whlch can help monitor the helping process and provide

information about outcomes, but only within the context of

many variables and ln the hands of the practltloner.
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Famlly Fractlce änd Evaluatlon: A Speclal Challenge

The evaluation of family-centered practice does

present special challenges which need to be considered.

These center on the particular difficulties of assessment

and meäsurement. Ílork wlth famllies requires an

interactive, systems-oriented focus. Families are viewed as

an open system in which exchanges of energy and lnformation

are transacted both within family boundaries and beyond

these boundaries. I'Total family functioning, therefore is
multi-aspected and interdependent in both the number and

dimension of transactions and occurs simultaneously wlth

subsystem leveIs of activity" (Forman & Hagan, L9B4¡p,2).

The assessment of family functioning from this viewpoint

obviously becomes much more of a complex process than with a

focus on the functioning of one individual. Concentration

is given to inter-personal transactions and communication

which is viewed as a means by which relationships are

defined (Klein et ä1, i-980). Intervention is usually

focused on altering family systems interactions. Evaluation

of family systems practice. which must follow from thÍs
conceptualization of family functioning and family

treatment, is therefore compllcated by the complexity of the

assessment and interventions, The systemlc viewpoint

pervades family assessment and concepts of change. The

challenge is to capture that viewpoint in a way that is



consistent with the theoretical foundation and which can be

used as a measure by which to evaluate change.

As in other areas of the human services, the brÍdging

of research with theory and practice has generally been

lacking in the family practice field (O1son et al, l-980).

Ten years ago, Briar and Conte (L978) reported that most of

the published material concerning family therapy consisted

of basicallyrrshow and te11" essays with no emplrical

backup. One of the major problems impeding the evaluation

process, they noted. was ä serious lack of adequate outcome

measures. Clinical experience and theory development was

seen to have outpaced the development of appropriate
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assessment tools (Fisher, L9B2; Rabin, 19Bl-). Forman and

Hagan (1984) add that assessment of families has typically
been based onrrclinical acumen and judgementrrwhile efforts
at obtaining more objective data has been conflned to

fragmented efforts. Reasons for the lack of dppropriate

assessment tools is related to the difficulty in clarifying
the conceptual dimensions that are important for assessment.

Appropriate assessment tools need to be able to evaluate

clinically relevant concepts, be practical for use in

clinical settings and adequately capture the complexities of

family systems (Olson et ð1, l-980).

There has been a development in the design of family



inventories, in recent years, which can be used for

assessment and evaluation purposes (Schumm et aI j-985;

Shields, l-986 ) . Trute ( l-985 ) and Forman and Hagan ( l-984 )

provlde a review of these standardized instruments, their
psychometric properties and potential uses for research and

practice. The Family Assessment Measure (developed in

Canada by Skinner, Steinhauer and Santa-Barbara), the Family

Adaptability and Cohesion Evaluation Scales (developed by

Olson, Be11 and Portner), and the Family Environment Scale

(developed by Moos) are examples of some of the inventories

which capture the family's perspective of family
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functioning. These measures are designed to assess the

entire family system or at least those dimensions theorized

to explain a significant portion of the activity of the

family as a unit (Forman & Hagan, L984) .

the use of multiple measures for assêssment and evaluation

purposes in family systems practice (Trute, 1985; Lebow,

19Bl-; Sprenkle & Piercy. L984; Olson et d1, i-980; Crane,

l-985; Jacobson, i-985). It is reasoned that multiple
perspectives and multiple criteria are necessary to tap

all the domains which are influenced by the treatment

process. Lebow (1981-) concludes in his consideration of the

complexity of the evaluation task that, "just as family

There is considerable support in the literature f.ox



systems views have transcended traditional 1Ínear views of

causation in families. it seems appropriate to move at this
time to a systemic view in outcome research" (p,l-85). In

addition to the assessment of the farnily system from the

f amily's perspective, Trute ( l-985 ) also discusses other

measures which can be used including, problem checklists or

rating scales which can provide informatÍon about the

familyts immediate concerns ot presentlng problems or

goals, ratings of family functioning from the therapistrs
perspective, and measures of family satisfaction with

treatment.
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frplayers", the challenge becomes one of determining which

measures to use as the primary criterion for the evaluation

of outcome (Trute, L985; Lebow, 1-981; Kniskern, i-985).

There is some debate about this in the l-iterature. Jacobson

(l-985) argues that the primary outcome measure is the most

direct possible measure of the presenting problem while

Kniskern (1-985) points to change in family patterns of

interaction as the primary criterion. Trute (l-985) suggests

that clinical judgement be used when deciding which measures

to use ln the evaLuation of family change and which to

exclude.

lfhen multiple measures are used with multiple

The literature is generally lacking in guidance for



family practitioners and farnlly service agencies to atd

them with the incorporation of ongoing treatment strategies
into their work. Although there has been several reviews

of the outcome literature in family therapy (catalogued by

Kniskern and Gurman, l-981), these have focused primarily on

controlled research which uses experimental designs deemed

impractical for use in family practice settings (SprenkIe

& Piercy, l-984 ) . Rabin ( 19Bl- ) points out that outside of

the behavioural literature, the family therapy literature
shows fels examples of the use of single system evaluation

designs with families.
Trute (1985) provides one of the few discussions of the

issues involved and guidelines tor family service settings

which want to lncorporate evaluation procedures lnto
clinical practices. Regarding the selection of rneasures/

Trute cites the directions offered by Cromwell who suggests

that measures should be chosen which are: consistent with

the interventive paradigm employed in the practice setting;
practical in terms of ease of administration and scoring,

time and impact on the clinical process; sensitive to

transactional change over time; have adequate
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generalizability and be appropriate to the family's
situation. In addition to choice of measures, Trute

provides suggestions for timing of data collection and



considers the contextual issues involved in the evaluation

of family therapy. As in any direct service setting which

wants to monitor treatment, family practice agencies must

also be cognizant of the environment they create to support

the process of. clinical evaluation.

rn family treatment, the practitioner is thus faced

with ã more conrplex task of evaluation which encompasses

numerous variables and which requires a multidirnensional

conceptualization of assessment and outcome. Measures of

family functioning are fairly new and their use in clinical

settings ds assessment tools and indicators of family
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change is not extensive. There is thus little to guide the

family practitioner in the clinical use of these and other

outcome meas'ures .

to prevail.

Consumer Satisfaction: The Client's Viewpoint in Evaluation

The consumer of human services is thought to provide

an essential perspective to the process of evaluating those

services (Lebow, L982a; LgB3a). The history of the use of

this data source will be explored in this section as

well as the many issues involved in using the feedback of

clients in the evaluation of direct service and the

pragmatics of such a process. The opinion of the client

Innovation and clinical wisdom will need



is usually sought in the form of determining their
satisfaction regarding their experience of the helping

process. There are a number of questÍons which emanate

f rorn this including: what meaning can you give to cl ient

satisfaction?; what are the determinants of satisfaction?;
what is the relationship between client satisfaction and

outcome have you helped if the client does not feel
helped?; are satisfied clients those that äre helped the

most?; what is the relationship between expectations of

service and satisfaction?; how do you measure satisfaction?;
for what purpose do lre elicit consumer opinion? and is

there a sound rationale for wanting the delivery of human

services including therapy services to be responsive to
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consumer opinion? It is issues related to these questions

which are addressed in the literature.
Rationale and Backqround of. consurrrer Feedback

Much of the work regarding|tconsumer satisfactlonI has

come from the medical field and the mental health field.
Accordlng to Rehr (l-983), it was 1n the l-96CI's that there

hras the f irst acknowledgement of the patient as a rrconsumeril

of health services. It was during this period that the

designatlon of "Þatienttr changed to 'rcönsumerrr. Îüith

this connotation, the patient is perceived, not only as a

recipient of care. but as one who is a purchaser of services



elther dlrectly or lndirectly.
Morrison (L979 ) advocates that there should also be a

Itconsumer-orientedt' approach to psychotherapy. This

perspective brings into sharper focus the role of the

client as a consumer and evaluator of therapy. He maintains

that this approach emphas izes the reciprocity in therapy

between client and therapist, the clientrs role in the

therapeutic process and as well, the rights of the client.
The consumer of therapy is considered to be as much a chief

actor as the professional in the interactive process
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between them (Rehr, l-983).

perspective is to invoLve clients regularly and

systematically in the evaluation of services of which they

are a part (Morrison,'1979). Rehr (L9B3) notes that to

recognize the client's point of view does not mean that it
should stand alone as a judgement of service; it just

recognízes that the recipient of services should be included

along with other perspectives.

V/ithln the field of social work, Rehr (1983) cites the

plea of. Alice overton in l-960, who urged social workers to

turn to their clients to learn what they had to say about

what was benef lclal arrd what was not as ä rneans of lrnprovlng

services. This same plea was repeated by Anthony Maluccio

(cited by Berkman and lrreissman, 1983 ) when he states:

The logical consequence of this



rrobtaining the vÍews and insights of those rvüe help Ís an

essential means of critically examining our practice in
refining our knowledge and skills. If tlre aLlow ourselves

to learn from clients¡ wê may well be able to enhance our

or'vn competence as well as theirs" (p. 228) . In a similar
vein. Pincus and Minahan (L973) make this assertion: I'If

socÍa1 workers see clients ãs consumers of their services,

as people who have valid opinions and points of view, they

will seek out their opinions and suggestions on hrays of

improving the agency and its servicesrr (p.277). Without

feedback from clients, it has been suggested that an ãgency

can lose sight of the degree to which it is meeting its
goals and its actual usefulness as perceived by its
consumers (Selig et a1, l-9Bl-). There is thus a sound

rationale for viewing clients as consumers in the field of

social work practice and for seeking out their opinions.

In the fields of health and community mental health.

,F,Jt

patient satisfaction with treatment has received

amount of attention, Locker and Dunt (L978) see

connection between the development of an emphasis placed on

consumer opinion in health care evaluation and a development

of theories about interpersonä1 relations in the field of

sociology. The practitioner-patient relationship became

an ärea of interest f.or study and the patient's point of

a

a

fair



view w,=s sorlgllt out. At the särne tlrne (late tí0's. early
70rs) there lras an increasing invol-vement of the "consumerI

in many walks of life commonly referred to as the consumer

movement.

In the mental health field, the emphasis on consumer

opinion did not occur until the late 70rs although consumer

opinlon studies appeared occasionally in the 60's and early

70's (Heath et ä1, l-984; Lebow, L9BZbi Sorensen et ä1,
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1,979), As in the health care field, many authors point out

that the increase in the direct involvement of consumers in

the evaluation of community mental health services coincided

with the rising consumer movement (Giordano, 1"977; Lebow,

L9BZa; Levkoff & Shane, L979; Margolis et dl, L977). Tn the

United States there !{as also legislatlon for a tirne which

mandated the study of the acceptability of treatment by

patients which resulted in a marked increase in these types

of inquiries (Lebow. l-983a; Larsen et ã1, L979, Windle &

Paschall, i-981-).

In '1977 Peggy Giordano commented that the viewpolnt of

the consumer of social service agencies wäs rarely taken

fnto account. There appears to be a shift in this
perspective, f.or as Elaine Martin ( 1986 ) wrltes, rrthere is

an increasing awareness of the value and importance of

involving consumers in the evaluation of human services'r



(p.1-86). Martin puts forth tr*o primary arguments to

support the seeking of clientsr feedback. She first
argues that the consumer is a source of essential data about

the experience of a service which is important information

for service providers who are concerned about the

acceptability and quality of care. She points to evidence

of the incongruities between service providers and service

consumers in regard to expectations and perceived effects of

services as reinforcement for the importance of
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understanding the consumer's viewpoint. She proposes that

the rracknowledgement of the inevitable limitations or biases

of service evaluation by its providers points to extension

of evaluation activities to include those on the other side

of the transaction, even if they too must bring the

limitations of their own perceptions to the enterprise"
(p.185), Her second argument is that consumers have rights
which include the right to have their opinions and

preferences sought out and heard. As Ms. Martin states:
rrDiscusssion about consumerst involvement in the evaluation

of services must be seen in the context of broader trends

towards consumer participation and action in public arenas

and tor'¿ards legal and administrative measures to protect

the rights and interests of consumers'r (p. l-85). Poertner

(1985) adds to this argument that public services should



produce satisfied clients or the community may be less

willing to continue public funding; the public should be

satisfied with services provided with public funds whlch

Lebow (L987 ) refers to as communlty acceptability.

Regardless of any possible flaws in these arguments,

Poertner (i-985) reasons that the idea of client satisfaction

ls appeallng to the sensibllltles of soclal workers and he

considers it to be consistent with social work values.

Although the ah¡arness of the importance of the

consumer's viewpolnt may have changed in the last ten

years, Martin (l-986) contends that the actual role of

consumers in systematic evaluation research is sti11
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generally a very limlted one. Giordano (1977 ) and Martin

(1-986) present similar discussions concerning the obstacles

which they see are present to involving consumers in any

effective or useful way in systematic research-based

evaluations. They view the consumer as essentially

povrerless relative to human service orgänizations. Martin

points out that the separatlon of payment from receipt of

services weakens the position of clients in relation to the

service provider. The needs of the cllent must be judged

as appropriate for service by the provider, The services

by their nature are individualized on the basis of client

need and professional judgement. Clients are therefore



hrlghly dependent orr the profe-qslonal's Judgernent and

actions, f.or it is the professional who possesses the

specialized knowledge. The weak position of the client is

reinforced by thelr lack of choice ln many åreas of service

and by shortages of services in high demand. There is thus

a long-standing tradition of client dependence upon the

decisions of human service providers andrrunquestioning

respect for professional expertise" (Martin, j-986; p. 1-86),

There is also resistance to consumer involvement in

evaluation by human service providers who fear losing

status and power and who assert that the clientrs
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perspective about the organízation and,/or services is
likeIy to be clouded by his/hey partÍcular problem, thus

discounting their opinion (Giordano, 1,977 ) . In relation to

this is the concern that those who are not consumers of a

service by choice (such as in areas of child protection and

corrections) or who have limited cäpacities (such as mental

retardation) would be difficult to include.

These obstacles al-so underscore the need to seek out

consumer opinion. Consumers who make no direct payrnent

cannot indicate their opiníon of the service by wlthholding

¡rayment and if ihere äre no other options they rnay be in no

position to "take their business elsewherer'. And for those

compulsory participants in human services, it is not



possible f.çr them to withdraw from the service as an

indicator of dissatisf action (Poertner. 1-985 ) .

Following from the discussion about payment of

servlces, Martin (1986) makes än lmportant point about rrwho

is the consumer?r'. The identity of the consumer is not

necessarily defined by who is paying for the service. It

may be difficult f.ox an agency to decide whether the

consumer is an individual, a family. another agency or the

locaI community. Tt raises important implications for

deciding which consumerrs opÍnions to consult and which

consumer's rights to protect (Martin, i-986). There may

need to be a distinction drawn between direct and indirect

consumers of human service programs.

The Meaninq of Satisfaction
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tlhat does consumer satisfaction mean? tühat criteria

do consumers use to judge the help they received? one of.

the consistent problems with seeking outthe evaluations of

clients is with the interpretation of what the data really

means (Giordano, L977). Locker and Dunt (l-978) note that

1itt1e attention has been paid towards developing a well

defined social psychological theory of satisfaction. They

maintain that "it is räre to find the concept of

satisfaction defined and there is little clarification of

what the term means either to researchers who use it oy to



respondents who report lt" (p. 288),

There is no consensus in the literature on the

identification of factors ox dimensions of client
satisfactlon (Poertner, 1-9S5), However, there is dlscussion

about what satisfaction may represent and suggestions about

on what expressions of satisfaction or dissatifaction may

be based. It has been suggested that the degree of

satisfaction indicated by consumers cdn be expressed as the

degree of congruence between their expectations of a service

and their experience of it (Martin, l-986; Gutek, 1978).

I'Satisf action is not only the product of the qual ity of

treatment, but also of the level of aspiration of the

clientrr (Lebow, L9B3c; p. 735). Martin (1986) thinks that

consumersr expectations may be influenced by their own past

experience of formal or informal assistance, their prior

knowledge and image of a particular service, their
conceptions of what forms of help might be possible or

their feelings of self-worth.

3B

Studles from the health field suggest that consumersl

judgements about medical care are made on the affective
responses of providers in relation to the expectations they

hold (Rehr¡ 1983). Rehr maintains that it is in the area

of techniques and skills couched in affective or expressed

behaviours that consumers have expectations about and on



whlch they form opinions. Thus, 1t ls whether the

expectations a client has about how the therapist should

behave are realized that determines how he,/she judges itgood

care". (Rehr 1-983).

Satisfaction may also be related to the extent to
which the perception of outcome met the consumer's

expectations (Locker & Dunt, i-978) . There is no conclusive

evidence Lo support this notion. Ihilevich and Gleser

(L982) cite conflicting opinions about the interaction of

satisfaction with the service and satisfaction with the

outcome. Locker and Dunt (1978) report a study by McKay

which found that B0% of clients. whose expectations of a

service were fu1filled, reported satÌsfaction with the

service. However, 50eo of clients. who reported that their
expectations were not fulfilled, also reported
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satisafaction. They conclude that the relationship between

expectations and satisfaction is not necessarily a direct
one but it is !r...reasonable to suggest that expressions of

satisfactÍon are the end product of a process of evaluation

in which expectations figure to some extent" (p. 289).

Martin (1986) reports that there is evidence in the

human servlce field that globa1 Judgements of satlsfactlon
with services are influenced by positive feelings about

particular practitioners rather than assessment of results



ächlevecl by the service. Rehr ( 1-983 ) cites evldence f rorn

the health cäre field which suggests that affective
behaviour related to the mode of care is a major factor in

satisfaction. Characteristics of physicians which indicated

interest, devotion and time to give to patients were found

to be more meaningful than technical or administrative
procedures, such as waiting time, in the overal-L evaluation

of service (Ben-Sera cited by Rehrr l-983 ) .
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Giordano (L977 ) refers to the work of Richard Tessler

who examined the distinction between relationship-centered
satisfaction (the client's sense of closeness to the

therapist) and problem-centered satisfaction (the

therapist's ability to help) and determined that consumers

are able to distinguish between their satisfaction with

service and their satisfaction with treatment outcome,

Levkoff and DeShane (L979), on the other hand, found that

consumers in general do not view the helping encounter as a
multi-dimensional phenomenon. Rather. they argue that
consumers tend to base their evaluation on a single aspect

of the encounter (the interpersonal qualities of the service

provider). Their thesis is supported by a study which they

cite by lfare and Snyder whro fourrd that hypotheslzed

dimensions of I'caring" and I'curing" emerged äs a single

factor in patientsr assessments of their physicians.



delivery is particularly meaningful to consumers. She does

not view mode as a simple concept, but one that requires

looking at the role compllmentarlty achieved Ìretween the

consumer and the service provider. Role complimentarity

refers to I'the interlocking set of expectations and

Rehr (1983) maintains that the "mode" of service

behaviours in interpersonal systems'r (Maluccio, cited by

Rehr, L9B3rp.4i-). This returns to the issue of expectations

and the achievement of a service contract (clarification of

roles ) on which the judgement of service can later be made

(Rehr, l-983 ) . Da1los and Aldridge ( 1-986 ) consider the
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concept of change in a similar light. They suggest that a

principal component of change is the process of. negotiating

what will count as change and how change will be recognized.

They maintain that 'r unl-ess both therapists and family have

negotlated a corìlmon set of lndlces. then both slcles çan

never be satisfied" (p. 55). Ihilevich and Gleser (1982)

polnt out that although it is reasonable to expect that the

consumer's understanding of the therapistrs role in the

helping process infLuences satisfaction, it is not certain

to what degree this comes into play in the assessment of a

service.

It is safe to say that the characteristics which define

satisfaction in the consumerrs evaluation of a helping



encorrnter ãre amblguous. Íiervice m"ey be assessecl 1n terrns

of function and/or relationship. The relative importance

of function and relationship to the consumer may vary from

servlce to service (Levkoff * DeShane, i-979). Consumers

may hold different expectations about different aspects of

the helping process and the extent to which satisfaction is

derived from expectations, these assessments may change ovër

time as expectations change (Locker & Dunt, L97B) . civen

the number of possible dimensions involved, Martin (1-986),

concludes that d high rating of consumer satisfaction could
rr...reflect a combination of low self-esteem. low

expectations, ignorance of alternatives, and the view that

the practitioner was a kind person" (p.1-90 ) .
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!Íhat confounds the understanding of satisfaction is

the tendency for yea-saying in consumer satisfaction
studies which is difficult to partial out and control
(Ihilevich & GIeser, 1"982). Studies of consumer

satisfaction show resuLts which are essentially positive

about services received. Gutek (L978) found that people 1n

general tend to respond positively to 91oba1 questions

related to satisfaction. Measures of global satisfaction
dppear to be subject to a number of response biases

including acquiescence, social desirability and affect or

mood (Gutek, 1978). Baker (1983) reports that although a



variety of methods and question types have been tied in

research studies, the findings consistently indicate a high

Level of satisfaction regardless of the treatment or

settir"rg being evaluated or the client population dolng the

ratings. The divergent views about the meaning of

satisfaction suggest the complexity of the issue and

foretells the possible difficulty q¡lth attempting to assess

it.
Value of Consumer Satisfaction
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Despite the controversy surrounding the meaning of

client satisfaction. Locker and Dunt (1978) suggest that

consumer satisfaction studies have the potential to be used

as eval-uations of the quality of carei as outcome variables;

and as indicators of which aspects of a service need

changing. However, it is pointed out that studies of

consumer satisfaction are not 1n themselves evaluations of

the qual ity of care . rrData which reveal that B0eo of

patients are satisfied with a given service, are not

evaluations but observations that can only be used as an

indicator of quality if some standard is available, accepted

as constituting a definition of quality, with which the

observation Lan be comparedf' (Locker & Dunt , 1-978 | p, ?89 ) ,

The data derived from consumer satÍsfaction surveys are

thus indicators of quality only to the extent that they are



interpreted as such by servÍce providers according to the

standards they define as quality.

The relationship of consumer satisfaction to other

measures of outcome is a matter of debate (Sorensen et ã1,

L979). Gutek (I978) reports that the use of satisfaction as

an outcome variable has a long history in the organizational

psychology literature (job satisfaction being a major area

of study). She \därns that client satisfaction will not

necessarily be strongly related to "objective't measures of

agency effectiveness. Consumers and service providers are

considered to have different criteria f.or judging successful

outcome (Edwards et af, L97B; Maluccio, L979; Levkoff &

Shane, L979; Toseland, L987). Maluccio (L979), in a study

of client and worker perception of treatment in a family

service agency. found discrepancies in the perspectives of

clients and workers, especially in regard to satisfaction
with outcorne and assessment of clients' functioning. They

generally concurred about the benefit derived from the

service, but the clients \¡/ere usually more satisfied than

the workers about the outcome. Toseland (L987 ) also

found a similar discrepancy between workers and clients in

a study of the effects of treatment discontinuance on

outcome. He argues that this supports the need to obtain

clients' feedback regarding treatment and the importance of
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examining treatment outcomes from multiple perspectives.

Another perspective on the issue of satisfaction and

outcome has to do with the relationship between the two.

Does good outcome produce satlsfaction or does satisfaction
produce good outcome? llhat place does satisfaction with

the process have in regard to the eventual outcome?

Satisfaction is considered to play an important role in
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determining whether a therapeutic relationship is maintained

(Ihilevich & Glesert L982).

Ímportance of satisfaction in forging the helping a11iance.

Most approaches to therapy emphasÍze the importance of the

therapeutic relationship. Gurman (cited by Jones et d1,

1-986 ) concludes that it is the cl-ient's perception of the

quality of the therapeutic relationship that mediates

change. In a study conducted by Jones and his colleagues

(l-986), they also found that clientrs perceptions of the

quality of the therapy relationship were closely linked to

treatment outcome (when outcome $/as judged from the client's
point of view). Pinsoff (1986) in attempting to understand

the therapeutic a11iance. has developed scales which assess

the clientrs perception of the alliance (the items are very

similar to items on consumer satlsfactÍon surveys). It is
his belief that the client's experience of the alliance will

be a far more potent predictor of outcome than the

Greenf ield ( 1-9 83 ) notes the



theraplst's. The discussion of the therapeutic alliance is

beyond the scope of this report, but the work that is being

done in this area points to the need to understand the

perception of treatment by the client regarding both process

and outcome.

Lebow ( i-982a; J-983c ) also discusses the inf luence of

satisfaction on the treatment process and ultimately on

outcome. He reasons that utilization of a service and

premature termination are in part a product of satisfaction
and to the extent that treatment cannot occur without the

presence of the client, frinimal satisfaction is a necessary

requisite for treatment success. AddÍtiona11y he adds that,

'rbecause minimal satisfaction is requisite in effectiveness,

satisfaction remains an important intermediate goal of

treatment...'r (1983c; p.743) .
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The argurnent is also rnade that cllent satisfaction ls

an ultimate goal of treatment (Lebow, L9BZa; 1-983c; WindIe

& Pascha11, l-9Bl-; Morrison, 1,978; Morrison; L979; Rocheleau

& Mackesey, l-9Bi-). The question arises. \^/ere you of help to
people if they did not feel helped? tloodward and her

colleagues (1,978) propose that ideally, agencies should help

clients not only to function effectively but also to feel

that they have been helped, This relates to some extent to
an issue raised earlier regarding the decision about which



is the primary criterion measure of outcome in family

therapy when multiple measures are used. Some authors argue

that that the ultimate measure of outcome is whether the

client "got what they came f orrt (Jacobson, 1-985; p.3"57 )

which to some extent could be measured by reported levels of

satisfaction.
Client feedback surveys can also serve to help uncover

practical problems and help adjust service to the needs and

expectations of its users (Love et ã1, L979). Edwards and

his associates (L978) sugqest that dissatisfaction with

aspects of service (for example accessibility or physical

surroundings) can be viewed as one index of a need to

modify or improve some aspect of treatment services.

Agencies are being challenged to specify their competencies

and to target their limited resources to areas of greatest

potential impact. Magura and Moses (1984) argue that this

necessitates greater reliance on feedback from clients, who

are in a good position to know whether and how they have

been helped.
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The value of obtaininq

services is related to the

can be captured regarding t

the outcome of service and

service (Poertner, l-985 ) .

feedback from consumers of

extent to which their perspective

he way services were provided,

the attribution of change to

Regardless of 1ts relationship



to other more oþjective meãsures of dgency effectiveness.
satisfaction is argued to be a worthy subject of study in
its oh¡n right becauseftpeople live in a subjective world

and one important ¡rart of âgency effectiveness is clients'
subjective reactions to their contactsrr (Gutek, L97B;

p.50). At the very least, satisfaction measures provide

the consumerrs unique point of view about the acceptablity
of a service (Lebow, 1983c; Martin, l_986 ) .

Methods for Assessinq Consumer Satisfaction

4B

In addition to providing an excellent comprehensive

review of the research regarding consumer satisfaction with

mental health treatment, Lebow (1982aì LgB3a) also examines

the pragmatics involved in assessing consumer satisfaction
and provldes guldelines for research in thls regard (19BZb;

1983c). The methodological problems associated with

consumer satisfaction studies have been well documented by

Lebow as well as by many other authors (Gutek, 1"978;

Hargraeves e Attkisson, 1-979; Locker & Dunt, 1_978; Larsen et

ð1, 1979; Rocheleau & Mackesay, l-980; Nguyen et å1r 1983;

LeVois et al, L9Bl-). These problems include concerns with

the construction ot measures used to ässess satisfaction,
data collection procedures, Tesponse bias and lack of

variability in reponses (Lebow, l-983c). I'A major problem is

encountered in using satisfaction measures relates to the



ubiquitous finding that servlce recipients report high

levels of satisfactionrr (Larsen et ä1, L979). LeVois and

his associates (1981-) propose that there are 1ikely a

number of social-psychological elements (which they refer

to as artifacts) at play which may effect reports of

satisfaction (for example, social desirability response

bias, ingratiating responses¡ the Hawthorne effect or

cognitive dissonance). Thus. distortion in satisfaction

reports is a maJor problem. Considerable attention is

being given to the psychometrics of consumer satisfaction
by a group led by Attkisson (Attkisson & Zh¡ick/ L9B2;

Larsen et ã1, l-979; Levois et ä1, i-981-; Pascoe e Attkisson,

1-983r Nguyen et ã1, l-983 ) in an attempt to address the

major methodological problems in research of consumer

satisfaction.
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Consumer satisfaction is usually sought through the

use of a survey of clients after the termination of

treatment (although it can also be sought during and at the

close of treatment ) . There are examples of several

instruments in the literature which have been designed to

assess client satisfaction (Love et a1, L979; Lãrsen et â1.

L979; Nguyen et ã1.1983; Pascoe e Attkisson. l-983; Essex

et ä1, l-981-; Tanner, L982; Ihilevich & Gleser, L982r No11 &

Dubinsky, 1-984. Damkot et â1, l-983 ) . The existing scales



which have undergone systematic analysis have come prlrnarily

from the mental health field. The one cited the most in

other studies is the Client Satisfaction Ouestionnaire

(cS0) developed by Larsen, Attkisson, Hargraeves and Nguyen

(L979). It is thought to be the most psychometrically

sound consumer evaluation instrument available (Heath et

ã1, l-98i-; Schulbêrg, i-981- ) and is considered to be

sufficient for global inquiries about client satisfaction.
It has three variants; an I item scale of general items and

two 1-8 item scales which add more speclflc lnqulries. A

smaller scale of three of the items is also reported to

function well as a global measure of satisfaction (Larsen
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et a1, J-979). Hargraeves and Attkisson (L978 ) suggest that
in designing a satisfaction rneasure for use in an agency

setting, it would be reasonable to include the CSO-B

or CSQ-3 in addition to items of local interest and än

open-ended question to elicit criticisms or suggestions.

Lebow (i-983c) also offers guidelines for scale construction

although recommends the use of a standard meãsure when

poss i ble .

Data collection can be done by mail, telephone or by

1n-person intervlew. Mail 1s consldered the least expenslve

but also is subject to the l-owest reponse (40o," return rate

according to Lebow, L987 ) while telephone has a higher



conìpletlon rate (43?") t but is considered somewhat more

expensive and reactive. Lebow (1987) considers that a

combination of the two methods offers the best balance of

responding and reactivity, In-person interviews are

considered to be subject to the most reactivity, Lebow also

strongly recommends that someone other than the direct

service provider be used to collect the data in an effort to

minimize bias. client feedback can be obtained by periodic

sampling of consumers of a service or by continous

tr1
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monitoring of each service recipient (Hargaeves e Attkisson,

1-978). Lebow (1987) reports that most settings which use

client feedback measures have opted for surveying all
recipients. although exclusion of some cli.ents is done

according to clinical judgement. However, he advises that
rras consumer surveys aim for the greatest generalizability,

exclusions are best limited to those who cannot respond to

the surveyr' (p.i-93). In the case of family treatment, Lebow

(1987) suggests surveying each family member. The timing of

data collection depends on the purpose of the evaluation.

Lebow (l-982b) proposes that awareness of the possible

effects of. the choice of timing on the evaluation is more

important than the timing selected, Anonymity of

respondents is considered to reduce reactivity and social

desirability response sets but limits the use of the data



especially when client satisfaction is only one meãsure

being used in än overall monitoring strategy (Lebor¡, l-987 ) ,

Several authors (Pincus & Minahan, L973; Powers et ä1.

i-985; Schinke, 1-985; Lebow, 1-987 ) highlight the ethical
issues involved in evaLuation. Pincus and Minahan (1-973)

note that it is important to consider the extent to which

follow-up after treatment termination reflects a violation
of. the clientrs right to privacy. As well, Lebow (i-987)

points out that client feedback surveys usually result in

clients being contacted by someone other than the direct
service provider. Informing clients about evaluation

procedures at the beginning of service provision including

the liklihood that they will be contacted by another staff
member after termination of treatment is considered vital
(Hargraeves e Attkisson, L97B; Lebow, 1,987).
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Martin (1986) maintains that commonly used methods of

evaLuation l irnit the inf luence of consrimers in the

assessment of services. Windle and Paschall ( 1-981- ) strongly
advocate for the invoLvement of clients, not only as

respondents, but as designers of client feedback measures.

They suggest that measures developed by those other than

the consurners of ã service may not be addressing the right
questions. According to Locker and Dunt (L978) | I'a true

stucly of consumer evaluations of the quality of care would



need to identify and employ criteria for standards used by

consumers themselves" (p.290). Consumers äre usually used

äs sources of data based on questions which basically take

an organizational perspective; that is, the organization

usually defines what is important to ask (Giordano. L977).

Involving consumers in the construction of the questionnaire

is considered important because the viewpoint of the

consumer is thought to be quite different from that of the

service provider regarding the purpose of evaluation and the

aspects of service on which it should focus (Giordano,

L977; Martin, i-986; Lebow, l-983c). Kaufmann and his

associates (1979 ) discovered in their research differences

between clients, board members and administrators regarding

the issues they considered to be irnportant in evaluation

(clients $¿ere concerned with confidentiality and the

program's links to other agencies, board members with

consumersr reactions to location of services and
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administrators with the ethnic matching of client and

therapist). The intent of involving consumers in scale

development, according to Martin (1986) "is to ensure that

the criteria and standards which are incorporated in the

evaluation do not omit those that are relevant to the

consumers ' j udgement of the service't ( p. l-9 3 ) , she suggests

that one way of engaging clients in this process is to



$eek thelr feedbach about the fn1t1a11y designed lnstrurnent

regarding not only clarity of wording and comprehensibility

of content, but also about the comprehensiveness of the

criteria,

Applications and Selected Findinqs

consumer meäsures has primarily happened in the health care

and cofirmunity mental health fields. Lebow (1982a; 1983a)

provides an extensive revieb' of the use of consumer
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As previously noted, the development and use of

satisfaction measures and findings from these studies which

primarily pertain to mental health treatment. He found

extensive use of these measures in community mental health

centres which provide a wide range of services and much

less use in other service settings, The trends discovered

by Lebow (1983c) are summarized as follows:

a) most consumers report satisfaction (73eo B3eo of

responding consumers )

b) there is always a sma]l percentage of

consumers about whom very little is known

c) there is no consistent pattern which I

satisfaction to any particular client or

character ist lcs

d) there is no agreement to confirm whether satisfaction
represents a unidimensional factor ox multidimensional

dissatisfied

inks degree of

treatment



factors (dlmensions which include satlsfaction with the

clinician, outcome, access, confidentiality and medication

rdere f ound in some studies )

e) there is a differential response to aspects of treatment

where staff are considered more favourably and more

pragmatic issues are targets of dissatisfaction (such as

waiting time )

Etr
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f ) there is ä high correlation between satisfaction and the

consumerrs global rating of outcome; there is a less

consistent pattern between consumer satisfaction and other

measures (such as therapistrs satisfaction. therapist's
rating of client satisfaction, and client change measures).

Despite the wide use of consumer satisfaction measures

with'rtraditionalrr mental health populations, there has been

much less documented use of client feedback measures with

other populations (Heath et ã1, i-984). Studies found which

rlld ernploy these më,ãsr-lres inclr-rded: a study of retarded and

geriatric clients of a community agency (Heath et ä1, l-984);

consumer satisfaction with a welfare departrnent (ltartin,

1986); a study of home-based services for the elderly
(Levkoff & DeShane, L979)ì a study of cousunìers of ä child
protection agency (Magura & Moses. 1-984); a study of users

of court-related marriage counselling services (Brown &

Marrila, I977); a study of clients' and therapists'



perceptlons in a family servlce ãgerrc:y (Ma1ucc1o, 1-979) i ð

study of a child-welfare related parent education program

(Poertner, l-985); a study of consumers of university
counselling services (GreenfieId. 1-983; Miller, L97B)i a

study of treatment discontinuance in a family service

agency (Toseland, 1987); an evaluative study of brief
family therapy (tloodward et a1, l-978 ); and an evaluation

Þroject of family service agencies (Andrews et a1 1-986).

As we11, Bennum (1986) and Pardeck and his associates

(1-983) have used client satisfaction as an outcome measure

in their evaluative studies of family therapy. The efforts
of the social work department of a general hospital to
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develop a consumer assessment procedure for the psychiatric

unit is documented by Selig and his colleagues (i-981-) and

the components of a consumer feedback system incorporated

into family-style residential treatment progams for

adolescents is presented by Uarfel and his associates

(1-98i-). A more recent study in the mental health f ield was

found to have used client perception of treatment to analyze

whether clients cdn perceive differences in the nature of

the therapeutic relationship and in therapists' intervention

techniques (Jones et ä1, 1-986). In general the information

regarding consumer satisfaction frorn these studies is
consistent with the trends identified by Lebow (1-983c).



This literature does demonstrate, however, the application

and utility of consumer feedback measures ln a wide variety

of service settings and across various client populations,

Both Morrison (1978) and Lebor+ (l-983b) point out that

although there is docr-rmentation of numerous trone-shot"

studies of consumer evaluations of service, there is 1itt1e

evidence that service providers are incorporating a system

whereby clients can regularly and systematically assess the

services they receive as part of their program evaluation

efforts. There have been some instances cited in the

literature of agencies who have developed ongoing consurner

evaluation procedures (I,Iarfe1 et 41. i-981-; Selig et 41,

1-98i-; Damkot et ä1, l-983; Greenf ield , 1-983; Poertner , L9 B5 ) .

l{arf e1 and his ãssociates ( l-9Bl- ) provide three main

recommendations regarding the development of an ongoing

consumer feedback system: the system needs to be practical

5o that regular implementation 1s feasible; the lnformatfon

collected should be useful to the service providers; and

there should be clarity about the purpose and management of

the information collected for the benefit of both the

consumer and the service provider. They also address the

need to include program staff in the development of

evaluatlon measures. Lebow (1982a) stresses the lmportance

of coupling client satisfactlon measures with other client
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self-report change measures and therapist-assessed measures

in order to provide a complete view of treatment,

Summary

The measurement of consumer satisfactÍon is seen as

one part of a total clinical evaluation effort and äs one

perspective of the assessment of a clinical experience,

There are no clear ansvJers to the questions about the

meaning one can attribute to the information provided by

measures of consumer satisfaction. The standardization of

measures and better methodology of research in this area

may help to provide clearer änsv/ers in the future. In

conjunction wÍth the endeavour to incorporate systematic

evaluation efforts into clinical practice, there is the

eorrslderatlon that the reclplent of the -qervlce has valnable

information to contribute to this process. It is not

foreign to social work practice to rrturn to clientsrrto
learn from thern about what wäs helpful and what wäs not

helpful in order to refine knowledge and practice ski1ls.
The methodology of systematic evaluation of practice is

less familiar; the complexities and difficulties of which

have been highlighted. Systematic evaluation has the

potential to be a valuable tool for the practitioner and

useful in overall prCIgräm evaluation eÈforts. Tncluding

the consumerrs viewpoint rounds out the assessment picture.
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THE PRACTICUM

Pr oposa 1

The objective of the practicum experience vrðs to learn

about the practical application of clinical evaluation

theory to a family-centered treatment setting with special

reference to the employment of consumer satisfaction as an

aspect of program evaluation.

qq

PART II

I proposeri to conduct a study of consumer satisfaction

in conjunction with the child and Family Services Research

Group, SchooI of Social !,iork, UÍriversity of Manitoba, under

the direction of Dr. Barry Trute, who \4räs consulted by

Childrenrs Home of Winnipeg to develop a strategy of

evaluation for its Family Therapy Department, Dr, Truters

proposal for evaluation to the agency was aimed at designing

and implementing an ongoing program monitoring system which

would include basic multiple outcome and process measures.

The ongoirrg evaluation of family therapy outcomes was

planned as the major thrust. consumer satisfaction lrås one

of the measures which was to be considered in the overall

evaluation strategy. The objective of the study I proposed

was to pilot test a consumer feedback measure and various

methods of data retrieval in order to recommend to the

agency a measure and method of client f o1lo\,r-up to consider

äs part of the overall evaluation strategy, The objectives



of the monitoring systern which was proposed by Dr. Trute

included the ability to clinically assess on a single-case

basis the irnpact of therapy on families¡ äs well ä,s the

ability in the longer term to create a database dcross ã

number of cases to aid in the evaluation of. program efforts.
My practicum committee included Dr" Trute, who was my

principal advisor and supervisoxt Ms. Linda Campbell, Co-

ordinator, Child and Family Services Research croup. and Ms,

Chris Casse1ls, Assistant Director, Children's Home of

T¡linnipeg.

Site
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The site of the practicum was the Family Therapy

Department, Childrenrs Home of Winnipeg which is a multi-
faceted agency that offers a continuum of services to
children and their families. The Family Therapy Department

is designed to provide clinical services to a wide variety
of families who present with child-related concerns. They

receive referrals from a variety of external sources,

including community agencies, schools, and famÍ1ies

themselves, âs well as internally from other programs

within the agency. Child welfare concerns äre often
present and they do treat families with children in care,

It is generally observed that a number of the families they

serve present with "multi-problems" dnd often have "multi-
service providersrr involved with their family.



PrÐcedures

The practicum experience ran from February l-987 to

March 1-988. An important element of this experience \,{äs my

involvement in the collaborative process which Dr. Trute

implemented with the family therapy staff. The

col-laborative process hras designed to involve the therapists

in the development of the evaluation strategy. Involving

practitioners in this wdy is hoped to result in an

6L

evaluation strategy that best fits the realities of practice

and to help increase the utility of the system to the

therapists who have to incorporate measures into their
practice (which hopefully will increase the likelihood that

they will use it). The successful outcome of äny clinical

evaluation program primarily depends on the l-eve1 of

acceptance, support and involvement which can be achieved on

the part of the cl inical staf f . ( Sel ig et d1. l-9 Bl- ) .

The collaborative process which Dr. Trute initiated of

which I was a part, included thirteen meetings with the

family therapy staff over ð course of thirteen months

(February 4t l-987 was the first rneeting and March 16, 1-988

was the last meeting). The meetings initially began as

trainlng sessions in clinical evaluation, ongoing monitoring

strategies and in the selection, application and

interpretation of outcome measures tor family systems



therapy. Measures were presented and experimented with in
practice so that the therapists could decide on the

available measures which best fit their practice setting.
As the therapists were generally unfamiliar with the

assessment measures presented and their application to

practice situations, the process of trylng to lreave the

measures into their practice and makertsenseil of them

c1inically, h¡as an extended one. Dr. Trute acted as a

consultant regarding the practicalities of administration

of instruments and their clinical interpretatÍon on a case-

by-case basis. There were several assessment measures

introduced initially as options for the therapists to

consider. The progression of the meetings took the form

of ruling out certain instruments. introducing others and

trying to establish a competence leve1 with them; in

essence putting together piece by piece the evaluation

framework at a pace that was generally set by the therapy

staff. In addition to the family assessment,/outcome

measures, other rrpieces" of the framework which were

developed with staff input hrere the famlly registratlon
form (pertinent social demographics), the contact form

(to record basic elements of practice activity) and as well
ä therapist rating scale (of family outcome) was initiated.
In addition, I presented the concept of client satisfaction

bl



as ä measure and strãtegy for fo11ow-uÞ after termination

of treatment in one of the meetings and sought the

therapistsr input in the construction of a client feedback

quest i onna i re .

The theme which ran throughout the series of meetings

and which guided the process was the importance of clinical
judgement ds a prevailing factor. Practice is the priority

over evaluation and it r^/äs stressed that therapists should

use their judgement in adapting evaluative measures to

their work with families. vüithin the overall context of

the anxiety of needing to demonstrate to funders the val-ue

of the program, the attempt l¡/as made to demonstrate to the

staff that these measures are adaptable and useful in a

clinical way as well as än evaluative way and the control

of them and the information they provide is in their hands

for their lnterpretation.
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The design which was planned for the ongoing morritoring

system included:

a) ð family social demographics form filled out by the

family prior to the first interview

b) a problem checklist fi1led out by each family memeber

(over äge twelve) prior to the first interview to be used

as ä pre-measure and at termination as a post-measure

c) the Family Assessment Measure (FAM III) completed early



1n thre theraplst
pre-measure and

change

d ) theraplst rat
termi nat i on

le,

at

e) contact sheets completed throughout the treatment period

to document activity in relation to the family
f) post-treatment follov/-up of family to obtaln feedback

about their satisfaction with service and complete an

outcome measure(s) to assess the stabilzation of change.

Client Feedback Form

co¡lt':ct with the

termination as d
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Ing scale of famlly functionlng at

famlly to lre r:sed ås ã

post-measure of family

I referred to the literature on survey research

methods (Tripodi e Epstein, l-980; Powers et ä1, l-985;

Austin & crowel1, i-985i MIndel. J-985; Mason et al, l-983 ) as

well as to the'literature specific to consumer satisfaction
(in the human services) methodology (Lebow, LgBZb; J-983c)

f.or guidance regarding the construction of a client feedback

form which could be used in a systematic way. I found

several scales 1n the llterature which had been developer-ì

to dssess consumer satisfaction. Most of these were

developed f.or use in community mental heatth centers and

focused on obtaining feedback on a range of services.

There was very little guidance in the l-iterature regarding

the use of satisfaction measures as a fo11o\,r-up measure of



a clearly defined clinical treatment approach such as

family therapy. The only study Lebow (1983a) found in his

review of the research was the McMaster Family Therapy

outcome study whlch used a famlly satisfaction questlonnaire

as one of its outcome measures (ttoodward et dl. 1-978 ) . In

this study, families \4¡ere interviewed at home six months

after treatment termination by an independent fo1low-up

worker. The questions asked pertained to overall

satisfaction with service, access to the service,

comprehensiveness and adequacy of the service. current

feelings about presenting problems, attribution of change to

treatment, satisfaction with family approach to treatment

and whether they would return if they needed. These aspects

were compared to those covered by the standardized Client

Satisfaction Ouestionnaire (CSO B) (Larsen et 41, L979 ) and

ä six item client feedback form used by the Pacific Coast

Family Therapy Training Association. Keeping in mind the

need tar brevity, clarity and ease of. administration an B

ltem closed-ended questionnaire was constructed following

the design of the CSQ (8) and using the three measures from

that instrument which Ìrere rated well as an overall globaI

meäsure oI cllent satlsfaction, as well as items frorn the

Pacific Coast form. The draft questionnaire was presented

to the family therapy staff and two rnore items were added
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pertältting tc fa¡nily chatrge and theraplst lnteractforr wlth
other helpers (an item of local interest to this program

which had developed ä protocol of working with families who

present with multiple helpers in their network ) .

A pre-test of the questionnaire !r'as accomplished by in-
person interviews with eight clients chosen by the

therapists and who had agreed to participate in the pre-

test. All the respondents, who \dere considered to be the

primary family informant, were mothers and \¡¡ere interviewed

in their homes, I administered the questionnaires and then

interviewed the repondents about each item regarding their
interpretation, clarity of wording and appropriateness of

response categories and sought suggestions for additional
items. Based on the pre-test I made slight modifications

to the wording and order ot the items and eliminated one

item (satisfaction with service h'as considered repetitive
to satisfaction with therapist by respondents who equated

the service with the therapist), However, this did

eliminate one the of items from the standardlzed
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guestionnaire, The nine item questionnaire (Appendix A)

(which also has space for additional comments) entitled
Cl ient Feedbach Forrìt rece lved f inal apÞroval f rom therapy

staf f (and my practicum committee ) and r/üas ready to be used

in a pilot study.



Preparation f.or the pilot study entailed the drafting

of a covering letter to accompdny the forms for mail

rlistribution and a letter of precontact for families who

h¡ere going to be followed-up by telephone (Appendix A).

The Ietters which !{ere signed by the Assistant Director,
Chris Cassels, explained the rationale for the study and

assured confidentiality of responses, The two outcome

measures, the family problem checklist (which was a

modification of a checklist originally developed at the

Morrison Center for Youth and Family Service in Portland)

and the Brief FAM. \,{ere ref ormated to impove the overall

appearãnce for mail distribution. As we11, the ambivalent

response category of the problem checklist hras eliminatecl.

The next section of the report will focus on the

method followed f.ax the pilot study and present the findings

from the pilot study.
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METHOD and FINDTNGS

Method

The purpose of the study was

folIow-up with clients under four

conditions to assess which condit

response rate and to appraise the

the client feedback form.

6B

PART ITI

Although not inÍtia11y planned. there were two trials
to this study; one in December I L9B7 and the other in
March, l-9 BB . The f irst sample 'v{as drawn f rom cases closed

between December/86 and November,/87 (closed within twelve

months ) . Closed cases in which termination from treatment

had occurred several months prior to closure \^/ere not

to test out post-treatment

different response

ion provided the best

information provided by

considered for the sample and cases which hrere considered

'tone-shotrr contacts hrere also not included. The second

sample wäs drawn from cases closed between November./87 and

March,/BB (closed within three months). From each sample,

cases were randomly assigned to the four response

conditions. No attempt \¡/as made to match the samples in

each condition.

The four response conditions ü/ere related to the

method of. data collection (mai1 or telephone retrieval) and

the number of instruments included in data collection (the

client feedback form alone or in combination with the two



outcome

l-. Mail

2. Mail

FAM

measures ) .

retr ieval

retr ieva I

2 Mail retrieval of the Client Feedback Form. the Brief FAM

and the Problem List

Telephone retrieval of the Client Feedback Form and theA

The f our response conditions r,{ere thus:

the CIient Feedback Form

the Client Feedback Form and the Brief
of

of

bv

Brief FAM

For mail distribution the forms r^rere accompanied by

self-addressed stamped envelopes which lrere marked

confidential and were addressed to Ms. Cassels who had

signed the covering letter. For the purposes of this
study, the forms were addressed to the person in the family

who \4/äs considered tl'le prlnrary contact and thrrs only one

reponse per family was elicited. Likewise, the letter
which was mailed to inform the family of the impending

telephone contact vras addressed to the primary family

contact person.

lüith each of the trials telephone fo11ow-up was

attempted with the mail distribution samples if
questionnaires had not been returned. Questionnaires not

xetxieved after four weeks were considered not retrievable.
Vlith the telephone samples at least three attempts were

tried to reach the family member at various times of the day



änd evening and on different days. A second mall-out wäs

done for those clients who indicated they would complete

the form(s) if mailed out again. No attempts ',¡¿ere made to
frtrack down" famllles if they could not be reachecl at the

address or telephone number which the agency had listed.
Findinqs

Table 1 presents the response rate for each of the

response conditions (¡l - B for each condition) for the first
sample (total N = 32). CFF stands for Client Feedback Form.
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TABLE ].
Response of Mail Survey and Telephone Contact: First Trial

Response
Condition
(N=8)

MAÏL:
CFF

CFF & FAM

cFF¿ FAM &

Prob. List

Telephone:
CFF E FAM

Completed

4

3

TOTAL (N=32 )

Returned
Address
Changed

Table l- shoia¡s that of the sample of 32, 47% xesponded

to the survey either by mail or telephone. Ho\,rever¡ a

large percentage of the sample could not be contacted. The

Unab1e to
Contact

r5 ( 47%)

Contacted
& Didnf t
Conrplete

2

4

2

t-

1l- (35eo)



non-repondents included those whose letters were returned

by the post office as moved with no forwarding address (6%

of the sample ). those who were unable to be reached for

follovr-up because the telephone number was no longer in

service or !üas the $¡rong number or there !üas no reply after
several trys (this was the largest petcentage of non-

respondents, 35% of the sample ) and f ina1ly those that \¡/ere

able to be contacted f.ax follov¡-up but did not return the

f orms (L2eo of the sample ) . There vüas thus L9 cases (or 59%

of the total sample) which were able to be contacted either
through their response to the mail and telephone survey or

through the telephone follow-up to the mail survey. The

response rate for those considered rtcontactable'r hras 1-5

completions out of i-9 or 79eo. l-00eo of those who vrere able

to be contacted fox the telephone survey agreed to be
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questioned. Of the mail response, two hrere sent in after a

follow-up telephone call. The four who did not return the

forms after a telephone reminder had indicated that they

still had the forms and would send them in but did not.

Of those unable to be contacted, the majority (70eo) had

been closed to the Family Therapy Department for at least

six months, Table 1 also indicates that the response rate

does not appÉar to þe affected by the nurnber of measures

used in the mail follow-up, but that you do lose respondents



through the mail survey method. one of the possibilities
for the fairly hiqh percentage of those unable to be

followed-up was the length of time between closure and

follow-up. Another sample was thus drawn to see if the

Tesponse rate would differ if follow-up occurred cLoser to

closure (within three months).

Table 2 presents the response rate for each of the

response conditions (¡¡ - 6 for each condition) for the

second sample (total N = 24).
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TABLE 2
Response of Mail survey and Telephone contact: second Trial

Response
Condition
(N=6 )

MAÏL:
CFF

CFF & FAM

cFF, FAM e
Prob. List

TELEPHONE:
CFF & FAM

Completed

4

t_

TOTAL (N=24 )

Re turned
Address
Changed

TabIe

follohr-ups

47't) . The

l-

i_

Unable to
Contact

2 indicates that the response rate of

was similar to the f irst sample ( 50e.

difference in the non-responders was

12 (50%) 5 (ZIe")

Contacted
& Didnrt
Complete

2

l-

2

c ompl e ted

compared to

that a



higher percentage of letters in the second trial (2Le.) were

returned by the post office as not de1Íverable (these were

cases closed within three months of the survey). A higher

percentage of the total sample lras able to be contacted

during the second trial (n = l-6 or 66"ø) compared to 59e"

during the first trial. but the response rate was somewhat

lower (7seo compared to 79uo). Within the response conditions

of the second sample, one respondent \4ras not able to

complete the telephone survey due partly to a language

problem and partly to the difficulty of talking about her

family situation which was not happily resolved in her eyes.

Four of. the respondents in the mail condition returned the

forms after a telephone prompt. Again it was noted that

respondents are lost by mail survey as there r¡/as a fair
percentage (25e,) who vr'ere able to be f ollowed up by

telephone and although agreeing to do so, did not return the

questionnaires.
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In the total sample of respondents (W = 27 ) from the

two survey trials, only one respondent did not complete all
the forms mailed. As we1l, one respondent during the

telephone survey answered the Client Feedback questions

but chose not to respond to the Brief FAM because her

family constellation was no longer the same äs it was during

the time that her family was in treatment and she did not



think that the measure wäs appropriate to her present

situation.

The percentage of respondents who gave positive

ratings to the items on the Client Feedback Form are

presented in Table 3. The total sample from the two trials
are included together as there h¡as very little variance in

the pattern of their responses.
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TABLE 3
Percentage of Respondents Giving Positive Responses to

Items on the Client Feedback Form

Ttem Content

Access to the service

Extent family needs met

Satisfaction with therapist

Quality of service

Extent of family change

Improvement in family

Personal Improvement

Vlould return for help

eo Positive

In regard to

interactlon wlth

answered that it

"14"a

63v"

7 Be"

Bl-%

66oa

7 jeo

63eo

B1-eo

N(Total N=27)

20

L7

21,

2')

i-B

19

L7

22

the item concerning

other helping pr0fess

h¡äs not applicable to

therapist's
lonals, ?0fu (n = i-9)

them. of those to



whom it wãs applicable, B8o,o (n = 7) reported satisfaction.

BLvo of respondents rated the quality of the service they

received from the Family Therapy Department to be either

excellent (n = l-3) or good (n = 9) and would return to the

department for help in the future if they needed it. There

was also a similar rating of satisfaction with their

therapist where TBeo lrere either very satisfied (n = i-5) or

satisfied (n = 6). In answer to the question, "how easy was

it f or your f ami ly to get service? r', 7 4e" reported that it

htas eäsy or very easy. For those who found it difficult,

the waiting period for the first appointment was considered

overly 1ong. Comments that hrere made during the telephone

interviews indicated that onËe they \^¡ere able to get their

first appointment with a therapist they found access to 'bhe

service easy regarding appointment times and ability to

contact their therapist. Respondents did indicate less

satisfaction with the extent to which they considered the

service to have met the needs of their family. 37oa felt

that only a few (n = 6) or none (n = 4) of their needs

r^rere met. About the same proportion sa!ù very little or no

change in their family situation (34e") and no improvement

or more of a problem in the family (30e"). However, from

additional comments that were made or1 the f eedback f orrn and

from comments made during the telephone interviews¿ some

75



respondents were able to differentiate between their
satisfaction with the service (or the process of the

service) and their satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the

outcome. Generally, extent of improvement in the family

situation was followed by similar personal improvement,

although, not always. Some comments r¡/ere made that even

though the family situation had not improved a great deal,

they !üere feeling better about the situation personally.

Over half of the respondents added comments which generally

followed the theme of praising the therapist or än

explanation why they thought the outcome h¡as less than

positive or to explain their dissatisfaction. From the

comments that v/ere made, dissatisfaction was related to poor

relationship with therapist ox disagreernent with focus en

family treatment rather than child-focused treatment. There

\,ras one comment which indicated dissagreement with the use

of video in therapy,
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There did not appear to be a difference in reported

satisfaction with treatment or perceived outcome between

those that responded by means of the telephone interview

and those that responded through the mail. Respondents

lrere able to express dissatisfaction with service by

telephone wirich is considered to be a more reactive method

of data collection.
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PART IV

DI SCUSSÏON AND RECCIMMENDATIONS

The most striking feature of the findings found in the

pilot study was the high percentage of families (37v' of the

total sample) who I¡/ere unable to be contacted f.ox f o11o\4I-up

after treatment termination. Family mobility dppears to be

a f actor here . of those who v'rere able to be contacted the

completion rate for data collection was fairly high (79ro

and 75o+ f or each of the samples). No one contacted by

telephone either f.ox the telephone intervier/ü or as a follow-

up to the mail survey verbally refused to participate and

ability to contact a family did result in slightly higher

response rate for the mail distribution sample. Non-

response in the first sample hras greatest for those closed

to the Family Therapy Dept. for six months or longer. Even

for those sampled within three months of closure, there ü¡as

a fair proportion of families who could not be reached at

the address or telephone nurnber on the agency file. The

findings indicate that if the primary contact person for

the family can be reached by telephone. the data can be

collected. The mail survey method results in loss of data,

The response rate (48.5e.) may be increased if the number of

clients who could not be contacted was reduced ( in the 2nd

trial it is easier to identify those who were known to have

received the forms from those situations in which it h/as



not cleär whether the family had not responded because they

did not receive the follorr-up survey).

tlithin the mail distribution sample, the number of

measures included in the survey did not appear to affect
the response rate in any significant way and even families
who report dissatisfaction with the service will take the

time to complete the family outcome measures. AdmÍnistering

the brief FAM was considered somewhat awkward by telephone

and particular attention had to be paid to helping the

respondent understand the instructions and format of the

inventory. Although the telephone interview only took a

few minutes to complete, at the end of giving the FAM, it
seemed that the respondent felt it was long enough.

Another outcome measure included 1r'r the telephone interview
would probably be considered "too muchtr.

The advantage of the telephone method of data
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collection is the higher response rate but the disadvantage

is the time involved in trying to reach the respondent.

Vlith the mail distribution there is the disadvantage of ä

lower completion rate but the option of including both

outcome measures with the consumer feedback form is a

benefit. Less time is required¡ âs tracking someone down by

telephone is necessary only for those who do not respond

initially by mai1. Also if the therapist wants to col-l-ect



data from more than one family member the mail method is

Less time-consuming. There are thus pros and cons to

either method of data collection, but the higher reponse

rate ability of the telephone method makes it preferable.

The satisfaction ratings reported by the the

respondents were fairly consistent to those reported in the

literature. Tn compärison to the findings of the McMaster

Family Therapy outcome Study (Woodward et a1,1-978), the

findings of the present study are quite favorable. The

McMaster study found that 64Yo of the families they

interviewed reported general satisfaction with the service.

The present study found 67eo globa1 satisfaction with the

service (computed by ana1-yzing the responses to questions 2l

3 and B on the Client Feedback Form). As in the McMaster

study, the findings from this pilot study also showed

varying degrees of satisfaction reported with different

aspects of the treatment experience.
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In the present study, there were differences between

reported satisfaction v¿ith service and reported family and

personä1 outcome. Bl-eo of the respondents \dere favorable

about the quality of servíce. However, only 66eo considered

that their family situation had changed and 7}eo that the

family situatiorr had improved, Generally. extent of

improvement in the family situation \däs followed by sirnilar



personä1 improvement, although not always, some comments

!ìrere made that even though the family sltuation had not

improved a great deal, the repondent was feelÍng better

about the situation.

Families satisfied with the quality of service they

received and with their therapist do not necessarily report

change or improvement in their family situation. In the

present study, most of the families who reported

dissatisfaction with the service also reported no change or

improvement in the family, altltough not in all cases. In a

f ew cases, clients reported that their needs \^Iere not met

and that they were dissatisfied with their therapist, bttt

also indicated some change or improvement in the family

situation which is a finding also reported by the McMaster

study. This points to the importance of obtaining the

family's point of view about treatment and to understand

client satisfaction separately from ratings of outcome,

Satisfaction ratings can, for instance, Þxovide an
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indication that the client felt that the family had received

acceptable service even though the outcome wäs not what they

had hoped for; that is not necessarily attributing poor

outcome to poor service. For this reason, the literature

srrpports the notion that client feedback cannot be used

alone äs an indicator of effectiveness. Client feedback carr



however, contribute to the ther,l¡rlst's analysis of the

effectiveness of treatment with a particular family and aids

in overall evaluation of quality assessment.

The dissatisfied comrnents which tr^/ere made additionally
to the client feedback questions vüere generally related to

ã, poor relationship with the therapist or disagreement with

the focus on family treatment rather than chl1d-focused

treatment, These are similar issues to those reported in

the McMaster study which found that staff-patient

B1

interaction was the aspect of greatest dissatisfaction for
families who \dere dissatisfied with the service, They also

found that for those families who made comments concerning

the focus of treatment, parents would have been nìore

satisfied with a focus on the child who was presented as

the identitied problem.

Although one of the items f rom the CSO(3) \l¡as not

included in the CHO!{ Client Feedback Form, if the item

regarding satisfaction with the therapist wäs substituted in
the analysis. an overall 91oba1 rating of satisfaction
could be computed (by adding the scores of questions 2, 3

and I with one being assigned to the most negative response

and four to the most positive response), The standard

about what would be considered high. medium or Iow

satisfaction would have to be based on comparisons over



time by the Family Therapy Dept. Thus over d period of

time, a database of satisfaction ratings can be accumulated

for comparison purposes which can help set a standard of

satisfaction for the department. In addition to comparisons

over time, responses to the client feedback form can also

be related to other client and treatment variables.

The continued use of the Client Feedback Form together

with the Brief FAM in the follow-up of families post-

treatment by means of telephone contact (which permits the

best response rate ) by a staff person other than the

family's therapist is recommended. fn order to maintain

brevity and eðse of administration, the additional use of

the Problem Checklist is not suggested for telephone follow-
up. The therapist should identify the primary informant

for the family who is the person who would be contacted for
the feedl:ack information. A decision will need to be rnade

regarding who within the organization will be responsible

f.or doing the post-treatment teJ-ephone surveys.

B2

It is recommended that procedures for the

implementation of an ongoing client feedback fo11ow-up

strategy include:

a) informing clients at the beginning of treatment about

the follow-up procedures of the tr'arnily Therapy DeÞartrnent

t¿ith ä reminder at termination that another staff person



will be contacting a designated family mernber for the

purpose of seeking feedback about their thoughts about the

service and to check out how the family is doing post-

treatment

b) clarifying that the family address and telephone number

is current

c ) timing f ollo\,¡-up with-in a short period of time af ter
the therapist has terminated with the family (3-4 vreeks).

Consumer feedback is a useful index af. the service

provided by the Family Therapy Department from the client's
perspective and as well provides a means to collect
additional outcome data to help assess the stabilization of

the change effort. The informatÍon thus provides useful

information to both the thera¡r1st in hls,/her overall
assessment of the outcome of a case and as well to the

whole department in its overall progräm evaluation.

B3
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PART V

REFTECTIONS ON PRACTICUM EXPERIENCE

There is much to relect on over the year which this
practicum stretched. The value to me has not only been in
regard to the acquisition of knowledge about the theory on

which clinical evaluation is based and on the place consumer

feedback has in evaluation of practice but in seeing and

being part of a struggle to integrate evaluation efforts
into the demands and constraints of social work practice in

an agency setting. I learned the importance of context

which influences the reasons for evaluation and has impact

on the manner in which evaluative efforts are carried out.

The collaborative mode1, of engaging practitioners in the

design of an ongoing evaluation effort which aims at

assisting the practitionerrs assessment and evaluation on ä

case-by-case basis as well as providing data f.ot overall
program evaluation of treatment efforts, has few precedents.

I feel fortunate that I was able to observe this process

from which I feel that I learned a great deal. I learned

that the process of weaving assessment measures into
clinical practice is not a simple one and is a process that

Tequires the innovation and committment of the practitioners

itr order for this to be successfully accomplished. It also

requires time, like any neh/ skil1 to develop a fevel of

comfort and competence. lfhat also is required is a sense



that the effort has value or utility to their clinical work

for the investment of clinician time and energy so that the

process is continued. The importance of the consultantrs

clinical experience with assessment measures is invaluable

to this process both in providing guidance regarding

interpretation. but also to modeling the adaptability of

measures to practice which I think carrys more credence

from someone who actually has used the assessment measures,

The development of an ongoing monitoring system reguires

attention to a 1ot of details and adjustments to practice

which rea1ly cannot be imposed on therapists if the system

is to be useful. All the details needed to be discussed and

systems needed to be refined in order f.or practitioners to

claimtfownershiprrof the evaluation. This process taught me

that flexibility is essential in the design and

B5

implementation of a systematic evaluation stategy to the

complexities of a family practice setting. Building staff
support and engaging their interest and participation and at

the same time deal with resistance and suspicions about the

value and use of the data collected is a great challenge.

The practicum also served to help me learn about

designing a survey form and all the details involved

trying to carry out ä study, however small it nray he.

experience of trying to develop a questionnaire relat

1n

The

ive to



consumer sätisfaction of family systems practice taught me a

1ot about the importance of clarity of purpose and

definition of variables ds well as its value in the overall
evaluation scheme. The experience of carrying out the

pilot study enabled me to learn more about the issues of

sampling and data collection. I was very cognizant

throughout this process of my possible infringement on the

right to privacy of families who have been consumers of ä

service in attempts to follow-them up. Trying to make

sense of the information I did collect was also an

B6

interesting challenge, From the review of the literature
and frorn this experience, I have becorne committed to the

concept of involving consumers in the evaluation of the

services of which they are a part.

I think that I learned a great deal about the adaption

of evaluation skills to clinical social work practice.

However, there was no evaluation of my efforts built into
the design of this practicum experience. T can only hope

that the outcome of the consumer feedback survey provides

the Family Therapy Department of CHOW with useful

information and guidance about the incorporation of client
feedback into their overall- evaluation strategy,
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CHILDREN I S HOME OF I{INNTPEG FÀI{IIY THERÀPY DEPÀRTHENT

vJe äre lnterested 1n your honest oplnlons of the servlce
your family received from the Family Therapy Department.
Please read the followlng questions and circle the anslter
below each questlon whlch is closest to your feellngs.

1. How easy was lt for your farnlly to get servlce?

very Easy Easy Dlfflcult very Dlfflcult

CLIENT FEEDBÀCK FORI'I

2. To what extent did our service meet the needs of your famlly?

Almost all Most of our OnJ.y a few None of our
of our needs needs were of our needs needs were
Þrere met met vrere met met

3. To what extent rrrere you satlsf led wlth your theraplst?

Very Dlssatlsfled Satlsfled Very
Dissatisfied Satisfied

4. How would you rate the quality of service?

Excellent Good Falr Poor

5. To what extent dld your farnlly sltuatlon change?

A great deaL A fair amount Very little No change

6. Did your family situatlon lmprove?

Much some No More of a
Improvement Improvement Improvement Problem

7, Dld thlngs get better for you personally?

Not at all very llttIe A falr amount A great deal



8. If you vrere to seek help again, would you use our servlce?

Definltely I donrt I think Deflnitely
no thlnk so so yes

9. If you or your famlly were lnvolved wlth other helpers ln
addition to our servlce, how satisfied were you with the
r¡ay your therapist worked with the other helpers?

very Sat lsf ied Dlssatlsf led Not'
Satisfled Appllcable

Peqê 2

Please feel free to use thls space to wrlte ln any addltlonal
comments or suggestions you would like to make:



In thls part of the questlonnaire we would like to know how you seeyour family now. Below is a llst of statements about famlly llfe. Thlnk
about your family as you read each statement and show your agreement or
disagreement with the statement about your family by circllng your
ansvter. For example, if you strongly agree that family duties are fairly
shared ln your family, you would circle number 4 under strongly agree.

1. Famlly duties are faÍrly
shared in my family.

2. My family expects me to do
more than my share.

3 . lle f eeI loved in our f ami ly.
4. ifhen things aren't going

weII, it takes too long to
work them out.

5. I never know what is going
on in our family.

6. I{e deal with our problems,
even when they are serious.

7 . llhen you do something errong
in our famiLy, you donrt
knor+ what to expect.

STRONGLY
DISÀGREE

1

8. Þle teIl each other about
things that bother us. 1

9. It is hard to tell what the
rules are in our family. 1

10.My family tries to run my life. 1

ll.Ife take time to listen to

DISÀGREE

2

ÀGREE

each other.

l2.Punishments are fair in our
f ami ly.

1

STRONGLY
AGREE

4

13.I{hen someone in our family is
upset, we donrt know if they
are angry, scared or what. 1

14.I{e are free to say what we
think in our family. 1



Thls part of the questlonnalre also has to do wlth how your famlly ls
dolng now. gelow is a l1st of family concerns. Thlnk about your famlly as
you ieã-a them and show your satisfaction or dissatisfaction wÍth how you
think your famlly ls dolng now ln each area by wrltlng ln the number of
the reËponse whiéh best fits with your feelings. For example, if you were
very satlsfied wtth the showing of good feellngs ln your famlly you would
write in number 4.

VERY DISSÀTISFIED

1

1. Showing good feellngs

2. Sharlng feellngs Ilke

3. sharing problems wlth

4. Maklng senslble rules

5. Being able to discuss what is right and wrong

5. Sharing of responslbllltles

?. Handling anger and frustratlon

8. Dealtng wlth matters concernlng sex

9. Proper use of alcohoI, drugs

10.Use of dlsclpllne

11.Use of physical force

DISSÀTISFIED

2

( Joy, happlness,

anger, sadness,

the famlly

SÀlISFIED

3

12.Amount of lndependence you have 1n the famlly

13.Haking contact with friends, relatlves, church. etc

l4.Relatlonsh1p between ParenÈs

l5.Relattonshlp between chlldren

16.Re1atlonship between parents and chlldren

17.Time family members spend together

18.S1tuatlon at work or school

19,Famlly flnances

20, Houslng sltuatlon

Make thls last ratlnq for Youré€I:q:

pleasureretc. )

hurt, etc

VERY SÀTISFIED

4

21.Feellng good about myself
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^,nof.áuu" I am writing to ask your help with a review we are doing of the

"æà.:ä Family Therapy Department. We are conËacting families like yours who
''ñq;þ 

^oØ qrere seen in the Family Therapy Department in the last two years to'1sþ-oncø^.Þ.{a' find out from them how they feel about the service they received

^,"o.-!'io,@" -o1es€and how they see their family doing now. The help you received here
?lËà1'"".. -.en"" and your feelíngs about it are very imporËant to us as r¡re try to

ï,"tti;"t::: assess our service

"outoølÑb" You will find attached a questíonnaire which asks a few questionso.ø9"{o\-^ .^Õ

îtlì.% orassN about what you think aboui your experiences with the Famil-y Therapy
e5.t!z*'^.unoø' Department and how you see your family doing now. The information
',*"5jþ you give us will be kept confidential. Your name will noË be used

"r.u,"|",r) 
" anyuhere on any reports. In no I¡Iay will your anslrers af f ect any

lå?i:?þ^¿"flîæs service you might want in the future from this agency.

t^*o."jiàn"t 
Your opinions are very important to us. lüe are trying to provide

?*9Xi11\ the best possible service to families such as yourselves. Your
tåä"'iã+ 

^ùØ thoughts about the help you received here will be very helpful in
'ro\oo5l.{'' assessing our service and improving services in the future.

¿â$'))1ì1o\'" , , , L,-Yio61'sr]. I do hope that you wilL help by fil-l-ing out the questionnaire and
'e3Y.od" mailing it back to me in the attached envelope as soon as you can.

,1 r-

Thank you very much for your help

Yours truly

Christina Cassels, M.S.W.
Assistant Director, C1-inical Services
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.,^s.l?r €* ^ Dear
'ìool o$i^ .øo\t"
q;..-t:-:*:":" r am writing to ask your help with a review qre are doing of
--n\ii8*' the Family Therapy Department. I,le are conracríng fannilies like

'-"":lìãçlt' 
yours who r¿ere seen in Ehe Family Therapy Department in the last

"ÌÏaf"ä. .e. trnro years to find out from them how they feel about the service
\ø6-ul""u_.þ{øoÙ" they received, and how Èhey see their ramiry doing now. The help
^.r"Yiþnu .o.$É 

you received here and your f eelings about it ".. very ínportant
nro)l]ff I ^.?d" 

Eo us as \¡¡e try to assess our service.
aO?^ qV . ^cO''aj9 inzt ^ ^orø-ïo".*,:,"ä" þlithin the next few days you will be receiving a telephone calL
^d.Íþt"- 

from BeEh Hussey, who will ask-you a few quesiions abåut what you
q"ÏËl"iå"^ ^."""."" 

think about your experiences r¡iln tne ramity Therapy Deparrmenr
'â.9;r"" ^".ou?*' 

and how you see your family doing now. This shoulà'only take a11"-søî,:ï few minutes of your time. The information you give us íifr ¡.
.,o,*..uu..,'9uu"- kept confidential . Your name will noÈ be used anywhere on any
l;;:iq^ o. - 

reports' rn_no way will your answers affect any service you rigtt^tl.Àt""."f"".* want in the future from Èhis agency'

","ç?\lW 
Your opinions-are very imporËanË to us. I^le are rrying to providetiógl'u{. 

- the besË possible service to families such as yourselves. your
f&."t^"..o _Þ.u"ns ¡loushts about the help you received here will b..rery-hårpr,rr
'-¡øl^aþoø' ln assessing our service and improving services in thå tuture.

.-^rs\)a1 
?o'

'"S.?È ;"ff ffä :l:."1îï"wi11 
help by raking a rew minures ro ralk wirh

Thank you very much for your help.

Yours Eruly

Christina Cassels, M. S.l^I.
Assistant Director, Clinical Services

/s"


